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A light open-weave fabric with irregular appearance, tarlatan has 
the specific feature of being extremely well coated, giving it a 
stiffness and malleability. This material is entirely non-stretch, 
and will hold whatever shape you want to give it.
This amazing value textile is particularly appreciated for events 
decorations, but also for making stage sets and scenery. By 
using a surface coating, it gives your creations extra depth. It 
can also be used for making wall-hangings, as well as dressing 
stage structures and stands, or even for running up curtains.
Woven entirely from natural cotton fibres, tarlatan is an 
environmentally-friendly material.
Like most open-weave materials, tarlatan offers perfect acoustic 
transparency.

 Ref: 1800

Tarlatan

Standard colours

End-of-line colours

White 
002

Ruby
240

Black
003

Lemon
450

Sun
460

Mint green
650

Royal blue
760

Available while stocks last
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CONTACT OUR EXPORT TEAM

+33 (0)6 23 21 50 28 export@azur-scenic.com

The information in this document provides generic values that describe only the standard technical specifications and chemical composition of the products concerned.  
No guarantee is offered. Any images are non-contractual. The names of the colours are given for information purposes only and do not guarantee a specific colour.
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Reference 1800

Width ± 160 cm

Weight ± 35 g/m²

Thickness ± 0.2 mm

Flame-retardant rating No rating Flame-proof treatment available on request: 
contact us for prices and delivery times.

Composition 100% Cotton

Length of whole roll 50 ml

Supplied in Rolled full-width

Cut-to-length No

Variation in dimensions  ± 8% (Wash at 30°C)
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Care Warning: washing this item could affect the 
rigidity of the product

Storage 
recommendations

Stiffened finish can cause creasing if folded. Storage rolled up recommended. 
Once prepared for use, avoid folding for storage do not compress

Cutting 
recommendations Cold-cut with scissors (low risk of fraying)

Recommended 
use Events: flooring for temporary exhibitions, parades, shows, fairs, meetings, parties, etc.


